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1. The electromagnetic performance 

2. The hadronic performance 

3. Particle identification in the longitudinally 
unsegmented calorimeter
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• fem fluctuations 

• Dominant fluctuation in the hadron calorimeters 

• Eliminate by: 

- measuring fem event by event using Cerenkov light (RD52 (DREAM)) 

• Fluctuations in nuclear binding energy loss 
- break-up of nuclei (“invisible”) → doesn’t contribute to the calorimeter signal 

- correlation between the binding energy loss and the kinetic energy of neutrons 

- hydrogenous active material (The recoil protons from np→np) 

• Stochastic fluctuations 
- sampling fluctuation, light yield 

- more fibers, high Numerical Aperature fiber, a good Q.E. of a light detector...

Main factors that degrade hadron energy resolution  
and how to improve the fluctuations
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The RD52 Project

• Generic Calorimeter R&D 

• H8 area of SPS at CERN 

• High-quality energy measurements
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The structures of Pb and Cu modules

Pb Cu
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Test Beam with the RD52 calorimeters

9 Pb modules (36 towers, 72 channels), 2 Cu modules (8 towers), 20 leakage counters (Plastic scintillator) 6
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The electromagnetic performance for 40 GeV e- (Cu/fiber)

shower energy is used to ionize the absorbing medium, in contrast
with hadronic showers where some (variable) fraction of the shower
energy is used to break up atomic nuclei, or escapes detection
altogether. When deviations from linearity are observed for em
calorimeters, these are invariably caused by instrumental effects,
such as saturation effects in the active media or in the readout,
incomplete shower containment, upstream absorption effects, inac-
tive or inefficient volumes, etc.

Because of the logistics of the data taking procedures (see Section
2.3), the signal linearity was studied over two energy ranges: 6–
60 GeV and 60–150 GeV, respectively. Fig. 9 shows the calorimeter
response, defined as the average signal per unit deposited energy,
separately for the scintillation signals and for the Cherenkov signals in
these two energy ranges. The response is constant to within 1% (i.e.,
the gray area in these figures) in both ranges, with the exception of the
lowest energy point (6 GeV), where the response is about 2% lower
than average. At these low energies, the reconstructed energy is most
sensitive to energy losses upstream. Apart from the PSD, the electrons
also lose some energy in the other upstream detectors (trigger
counters, wire chambers), in 10 m of air, beam pipe windows, etc. In
addition, backscattering of soft photons through the front face of the
calorimeter (so-called albedo effects) are also most important for low-
energy showers. And finally, hysteresis effects in the beam magnets,
which affect the precise energy of the beam particles, are most
important at low energies as well.

In any case, the fiber calorimeter is linear for em shower
detection to within 71%, over the energy range 10–150 GeV, both
for the scintillation and the Cherenkov signals.

3.3. Radial shower profiles

It is well known that the radial profiles of electromagnetic
showers are very narrow, especially in the early phase, before the
shower maximum is reached [5]. In that phase, the shower
development is dominated by energetic Bremsstrahlung photons
radiated by the beam particle, and these γs convert into eþ e"

pairs that travel close and parallel to the shower axis. In order
to assess the effects of this on the performance of our calorimeter,
we measured this shower profile, in the following way. We used a
run in which a wide beam of 100 GeV electrons was steered into
the boundary region of Towers 15 and 16. The beam particles
entered the calorimeter parallel to the direction of the fibers
(θ;ϕ¼ 01). We selected events in a 1 mm wide sliver of this beam
spot and moved this area in small steps across the boundary
between the two towers, as illustrated in the insert of Fig. 10.

Fig. 10a shows the signal measured in Tower 16 as a function
of the position of this sliver, separately for the scintillation and
Cherenkov signals. The very steep increase of the signal near the
boundary between towers 15 and 16 is indicative for the very
narrow shower profile. This profile can be extracted from these

Fig. 8. Signal distributions for 40 GeV electrons in the copper-fiber calorimeter. Shown are the distributions measured with the scintillating fibers (a), the Cherenkov fibres
(b) and the sum of all fibers (c). The angle of incidence of the beam particles (θ; ϕ) was (1.51, 1.01). The size of the beam spot was 10$10 mm2.

Fig. 9. The linearity of the copper (a) and lead (b) based fiber calorimeters for em shower detection in the scintillation and Cherenkov channels. See text for details.
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Cu/Scintillation Cu/Cerenkov Independent Structure
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The energy resolution for electrons (Cu/fiber)
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Comparison of the electromagnetic energy resolution
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The hadronic performance (Pb/fiber)

= 0.45

Dual-REAdout Method
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Single Pion (Pb/fiber)
Calorimeter Response Resolution
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Single Pion (Pb/fiber)
Calorimeter Response Resolution

This result is Preliminary
!11
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Radial shower profile (Pb/fiber)
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Particle ID (60 GeV)

(Lateral shower profile > 0.7,  ts > 28.0 ns):  99.1 % electron ID, 0.5 % pion mis-ID

Uncorrelated
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Shower Profile
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Attractive Features  
of the longitudinally unsegmented RD52 fiber calorimeter 

• Compact construction (no need em section) 

• No intercalibration problem between em and hadronic 
calorimeters 

• Easy calibration: calibration with electrons and that is all !!!
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Summary

• The Cu/fiber calorimeter has better em energy resolution than the 
prototype DREAM and SPACAL (E > 20 GeV) [NIM A 735 (2014) 130] 

• Pions have the same calorimeter response as electrons 

• The RD52 calorimeter has linear response to electron and pion 

• The longitudinally unsegmented fiber calorimeter offers excellent electron/pion 
identification [NIM A 735 (2014) 120]
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Backup
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Linearity (Cu/fiber)

shower energy is used to ionize the absorbing medium, in contrast
with hadronic showers where some (variable) fraction of the shower
energy is used to break up atomic nuclei, or escapes detection
altogether. When deviations from linearity are observed for em
calorimeters, these are invariably caused by instrumental effects,
such as saturation effects in the active media or in the readout,
incomplete shower containment, upstream absorption effects, inac-
tive or inefficient volumes, etc.

Because of the logistics of the data taking procedures (see Section
2.3), the signal linearity was studied over two energy ranges: 6–
60 GeV and 60–150 GeV, respectively. Fig. 9 shows the calorimeter
response, defined as the average signal per unit deposited energy,
separately for the scintillation signals and for the Cherenkov signals in
these two energy ranges. The response is constant to within 1% (i.e.,
the gray area in these figures) in both ranges, with the exception of the
lowest energy point (6 GeV), where the response is about 2% lower
than average. At these low energies, the reconstructed energy is most
sensitive to energy losses upstream. Apart from the PSD, the electrons
also lose some energy in the other upstream detectors (trigger
counters, wire chambers), in 10 m of air, beam pipe windows, etc. In
addition, backscattering of soft photons through the front face of the
calorimeter (so-called albedo effects) are also most important for low-
energy showers. And finally, hysteresis effects in the beam magnets,
which affect the precise energy of the beam particles, are most
important at low energies as well.

In any case, the fiber calorimeter is linear for em shower
detection to within 71%, over the energy range 10–150 GeV, both
for the scintillation and the Cherenkov signals.

3.3. Radial shower profiles

It is well known that the radial profiles of electromagnetic
showers are very narrow, especially in the early phase, before the
shower maximum is reached [5]. In that phase, the shower
development is dominated by energetic Bremsstrahlung photons
radiated by the beam particle, and these γs convert into eþ e"

pairs that travel close and parallel to the shower axis. In order
to assess the effects of this on the performance of our calorimeter,
we measured this shower profile, in the following way. We used a
run in which a wide beam of 100 GeV electrons was steered into
the boundary region of Towers 15 and 16. The beam particles
entered the calorimeter parallel to the direction of the fibers
(θ;ϕ¼ 01). We selected events in a 1 mm wide sliver of this beam
spot and moved this area in small steps across the boundary
between the two towers, as illustrated in the insert of Fig. 10.

Fig. 10a shows the signal measured in Tower 16 as a function
of the position of this sliver, separately for the scintillation and
Cherenkov signals. The very steep increase of the signal near the
boundary between towers 15 and 16 is indicative for the very
narrow shower profile. This profile can be extracted from these

Fig. 8. Signal distributions for 40 GeV electrons in the copper-fiber calorimeter. Shown are the distributions measured with the scintillating fibers (a), the Cherenkov fibres
(b) and the sum of all fibers (c). The angle of incidence of the beam particles (θ; ϕ) was (1.51, 1.01). The size of the beam spot was 10$10 mm2.

Fig. 9. The linearity of the copper (a) and lead (b) based fiber calorimeters for em shower detection in the scintillation and Cherenkov channels. See text for details.

N. Akchurin et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 735 (2014) 130–144 135
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measurements by taking the derivative of this curve. In Fig. 10b,
the differences between the signals measured at neighboring
impact points are plotted. This figure shows that the narrow
central core of the showers extends over a distance of only a few
mm. The core is somewhat wider for the Cherenkov signals than
for the scintillation ones.6

Because of the extremely collimated core of the em showers,
there is a systematic response difference between particles enter-
ing the detector in the absorber material or in the fibers for this
type of calorimeter. The core is more efficiently sampled, and thus
contributes more to the total signal, when it develops in or very
close to a fiber. By orienting the calorimeter at a small angle with
respect to the beam line, this difference is smeared out and
eventually disappears for angles ≳31 [3,4]. Interestingly, this effect
is more or less absent for the Cherenkov signals. This is because
the extremely collimated narrow core that characterizes the early
phase of em showers does not contribute to the Cherenkov signals,
since the Cherenkov light generated in this phase falls outside the
numerical aperture of the fibers [3]. We come back to these effects
in Section 4.

3.4. Response uniformity

Because of the extremely collimated core of the em showers,
a large contribution of the signals comes from a very small number
of individual fibers. This means that it is very important that fiber-
to-fiber response variations be kept as small as possible.
Such variations may be caused by:

! Differences in intrinsic fiber quality (light yield, attenuation
characteristics).

! Differences in the quality of the polishing of the fiber ends.

! Differences in quantum efficiency of the PMT photocathode
areas illuminated by individual fibers.

In order to investigate these effects, we performed uniformity
scans, in which a relatively large area of the calorimeter surface
was exposed to a given electron beam. In order to maximize the
effects of non-uniformities, the calorimeter was oriented at
θ; ϕ¼ 01, so that the number of fibers contributing to the signal
from individual showers was made as small as possible.
To obtain a fine granularity, a large number of beam particles
were used for this study, which was carried out with 100 GeV
electrons for the lead matrix and with 20 GeV electrons for the
copper modules. The granularity, i.e., the size of the individual cells
into which the scanned surface area was subdivided, was
5#5 mm2 in the case of lead, and 2#2 mm2 for copper.

Results are given in Fig. 11 for the lead matrix and Fig. 12 for the
copper modules. We want to emphasize that the fibers and PMTs
were identical for these two scans. Yet, some striking differences
were observed. In general, the uniformity is worse for the lead
modules than for the copper ones, which may be partly due to the
fact that the lead scan included a larger fraction of areas near the
tower edges.7 Especially for the scintillation signals in the lead
matrix, there is a substantial difference between the response to
particles that hit a tower in its center and particles that entered the
calorimeter near a tower edge. No such difference was observed for
copper. Also, the Cherenkov response in lead was much more
uniform than the scintillation response (7% vs.12% non-uniformity).
This is consistent with the fact, explained in the previous subsec-
tion, that the Cherenkov signals are less sensitive to anomalies in
one individual fiber, since the early extremely collimated shower
component does not contribute to these signals.

Fig. 10. The signal from a 1 mm wide beam of 100 GeV electrons measured in Tower 16, as a function of the impact point of the beam (a), and the lateral shower profiles
derived from this measurement (b). See text for details.

6 This phenomenon is due to the fact that the early, extremely collimated part
of the shower does not contribute to the Cherenkov signal, since the Cherenkov
light generated in this stage falls outside the numerical aperture of the fibers [6].

7 In order to quantify this effect, we also limited the study of the signal
variations in the lead calorimeter to the same areas that were included in the
copper scan. The non-uniformity was measured to be 11% and 6% for the
scintillation and the Cherenkov signals, respectively.

N. Akchurin et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 735 (2014) 130–144136

Lateral shower profile of electrons
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Comparison of Data and MC for the em resolution

Fig. 15. The measured energy resolutions for the different signals as a function of the energy
for the RD52 copper calorimeter [14], together with the GEANT4 calculations. The angle
of incidence was (1.5�,1.0�).

tions and the experimentally observed ones. The figure also shows good agreement
between the simulations and the experimental data for the scintillation resolutions.

The horizontal scale in the figure has been drawn linear in E

�1/2. Therefore, if the
resolution would be completely determined by Poisson fluctuations, the data would
lie on a straight line through the bottom right corner. The figure shows that the
scintillation data clearly deviate from such a straight line. As mentioned above, the
impact point dependence of the resolution contributes an energy independent term
to the energy resolution, which may be estimated to be of the order of 2-3%. The
Čerenkov data suggest that such a term contributes at maxiumum 1% to the energy
resolution.

The figure also shows that the energy resolution for the sum of the scintillation and
Čerenkov signals is somewhat smaller than observed in practice, although the en-
ergy dependence of this resolution is well described by the dotted (green) line. The
predicted improvement in the energy resolution when combining both signals is
somewhat surprising, since one would naively expect this improvement to be only
due to the increased sampling fraction. Since the sampling fractions are identical
for the copper/scintillator and copper/Čerenkov structures, one would expect the
improvement in the resolution to be at best a factor of

p
2. At high energies, this

is about the improvement experimentally observed. Yet, the improvement in the
simulated energy resolution is clearly better. We investigated the reasons for that
and found that there is an anti-correlation between the scintillation and Čerenkov

18
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Fig. 16. Scatter plot of the Čerenkov versus the scintillation signals for 100 GeV electrons
in the copper calorimeter structure.

signals, as illustrated in Figure 16. Such an anti-correlation can be understood from
the fact that the signals depend, on average, on the distance between the impact
point and the nearest fiber that contributes to that signal, at least for the scintil-
lation case (Figure 7). Apparently, this is also true for the Čerenkov signals and,
therefore, adding both signals event by event leads to a substantial improvement in
the energy resolution, since the effects leading to a constant term in the resolution
for the individual signals cancel each other. We checked if there was any evidence
for this effect in the experimental data, but did not find any. For this reason, the
experimental resolutions are a bit larger than the ones predicted by GEANT4.

Fig. 17. The simulated response functions for 100 GeV electrons in the scintillation (a)
and Čerenkov (b) channels, as well as for the combined signal distribution (c), in the lead
calorimeter. The electrons entered the detector at an angle (1.5�,1.0�).

Not surprisingly, the predicted improvement in the energy resolution resulting from
combining the two signals is even more spectacular for the lead structure. This
is because the impact point depence of the response function and, therefore, the
constant term in the energy resolution are significantly larger than in the case of
copper. At 100 GeV, elimination of this effect by combining the two signals is
predicted to improve the resolution of the combined signal by more than a factor of

19

100 GeV electron
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The prediction for the em performance by GEANT4  

two, compared to that for the individual signals. This is shown in Figure 17. Also
in this case, no experimental evidence for this prediction was obtained.

4.4.2 Effects of an increase in the Čerenkov light yield

Because of the good agreement between the simulated electromagnetic energy res-
olutions and the experimental data, at least in the copper case, it is also interesting
to assess the improvement that might be expected if the light yield could be in-
creased. This light yield is clearly a limiting factor for the resolution achievable
in the Čerenkov channel. As indicated in the previous subsection, the simulations
leading to the results shown in Figure 15 assumed a quantum efficiency for the
detection of Čerenkov light of 0.11 6 . Figure 18 shows the effect of increasing this

Fig. 18. The predicted effect of an increase in the Čerenkov light yield on the em energy
resolution of the copper calorimeter. See text for details.

factor to 0.4 on the energy resolution in the Čerenkov channel and for the combined
scintillator + Čerenkov signals. One consequence is that the Čerenkov resolution
becomes better than the scintillation one for all energies greater than 10 GeV. Yet,
the improvement of the energy resolution for the combined signals, which provides
in practice by far the best resolution achievable for the detection of electromagnetic

6 As a matter of fact, the factor 0.11 includes all effects that reduce the number of Čerenkov
photons generated within the numerical aperture of the fibers to the number of photoelec-
trons detected, thus also the attenuation of the light over the almost 3 m it has to travel to
the light detectors.
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The Prototype DREAM Detector
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Leakage Counters
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Radial shower profile derived with 60 GeV pions and GEANT4section of 65 ⇥ 65 cm2. We used this structure to measure the radial shower pro-
file, as well as the effects of enlarging the fiducial detector volume on the response
functions and the reconstructed dual-readout energy.

Fig. 25. Radial profiles for 60 GeV pions developing showers in the RD52 copper (a) or
lead (b) based fiber calorimeters. Results from GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulations.

Figure 25 shows the simulated radial profiles of 60 GeV pion showers developing
in the copper (a) and lead (b) based fiber calorimeter structures. The energy de-
posited in thin cylindrical rings with a thickness of 1 mm is plotted as a function
of their radius, i.e., the distance from the shower axis. The legends show the total
energy deposited in a 3⇥3, 5⇥5 and 7⇥7 module structure with the impact point
in its center (see Figures 1, 2). They also show that the total deposited energy does
not equal the beam energy. This is a consequence of “invisible energy”, in the form
of lost nuclear binding energy, and neutrons, neutrinos and muons escaping from
the detector. These losses are substantially larger in the case of lead absorber. If
we limit the analysis to the shower particles that do contribute to the calorimeter
signal, we see that the energy leaking out of the experimentally tested (3⇥3) ca-
lorimeters amounts to 9.7% in the case of copper and 7.8% in the case of lead, in
good agreement with the measured characteristics.
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Particle ID 
in the longitudinally un-segmented fiber calorimeter

Distinguishable Features 

Electron Pion

Lateral shower 
profile (S15/∑S) 85% 40 - 50 % Tower size: 1.6x1.6 

RM, 0.2x0.2 λint

C/S 1 
(EM particles are relativistic)

Large fluctuations of 
the em component

Start time of the 
PMT signals

The light is produced at: 
~12 cm (10X0) 

(on average)

The light is produced at: 
60 cm (~2 λint) 
(on average)

Time between Trigger and 
the PMT signal

PMT Pulse

(Int. charge/amp.)

relatively small and 
constant Large fluctuations

The depth at which light is 
produced and the em 

comp. fluctuation
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Starting Time of PMT Signals

PMT

T2T1

t=0 light produced t=ta
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60 GeV electrons and pions
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Time Structures of electrons and pions
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Hadronic resolutions for the different sizes of calorimeters predicted by GEANT4
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50 GeV, 80 GeV, and 90 GeV pions (GEANT 4 simulation)
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100 GeV and 200 GeV (GEANT 4 simulation)
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 Small-angle em performance (Cu) 

Fluctuations on different impact point 
Em showers very narrow at the beginning; 

Sampling fraction depends on the impact point 

(fiber or dead material) 

 

If particles enter at an  

angle the dependence disappears 

 

Effect NOT seen in Cherenkov signals 

since early part of the shower do not 

contribute to the signal (outside 

numerical aperture C fibers) 

NIM 808 (2016)  41  

20 GeV e 

S, C:  sample INDEPENDENTLY  

         the em showers  

 

Æ We can sum their contributions 

Æ  em energy resolution improves 

by a factor √2 

Estimated Cherenkov l.y. > 30 p.e./GeV 
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Response of CMS Calorimeter

17

ECAL e/h = 2.4 (58 % of hadron energy is invisible)

HCAL e/h = 1.3 (23 % of hadron energy is invisible)

17Thursday, October 24, 13
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calorimeter tower, showers were completely contained in one of the towers, with com-
parable fractions of the energy deposited in the two longitudinal segments.

The calibration constants A and B for the em and hadronic calorimeter sections,
respectively, were determined by minimizing the width of the total signal distribution,
i.e. by minimizing the quantity

Q =
N!

j=1

"
E − A

n!

i=1

Sem
ij − B

n!

i=1

Shad
ij

#2
(6.2)

where E is the beam energy and
$

Sem and
$

Shad are the sums of all the signals in
the towers i of the em and hadronic calorimeter sections that contributed to the measured
signal for event j. With this method, values for A and B and, more importantly, for the
intercalibration constant B/A were determined for each calorimeter tower.

FIG. 6.2. The fractional width σ/E of the signal distributions for electrons (a) and pions (b)
of different energies, as a function of the value of the intercalibration constant B/A of the
HELIOS calorimeter system. The dashed line corresponds to the intercalibration constant
derived from muon measurements [Ake 87].

However, two fundamental difficulties were encountered when this calibration method
was applied:

1. The values of A, B and B/A were found to be energy dependent.
2. The values of B/A differed considerably (on average, more than 20%) from the
ones found with (cosmic) muons.

E: Beam Energy

∑ Sem: the sum of all the signal in ECAL

∑ Shad: the sum of all the signal in HCAL


